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Auto Hits Machine In Circulation - Capture Unthinkable Selections Regarding Auto Hits Machine. Receive

Low Priced Crazy Grab To Auto Hits Machine Support. Learn Awesome Keen Preparations On Auto Hits

Machine. Do you have a Great Website, but no one to See it? Do you own more than one domain and

want to Get Instant Traffic for your website in less than 5 minutes? New mind-blowing technology delivers

an endless flood of traffic to your website automatically at the push of a button! Enjoy unlimited hits for

life! Turn any website into an instant success with this powerful new software! Automate Your Website

From Hits to Sales With 1 Million Web Hits - Without Paying a Fortune ! Targeted traffic at the push of a

button! Does anything else really need to be said? Well, Ill continue anyway since youre probably a bit

skeptical, but even the biggest doubters should take the time to read this page (or at least print it out).

With unlimited hits on the line and a 100 guarantee, how could you not? Alright then, lets get started!

Autosurf Hits Machine is one of the fastest and easiest ways to automate your website traffic, sales, and

commissions. Its a Win, Win situation. Our Goal is to give our customers Targeted Traffic. As soon as you

publish your site(s), watch your page ranking grow, get more daily visitors and repeat customers that see

your site 24/7 365 days a year.. By using Auto Hits Machine you will be given REAL STATS. Plus, a

weekly report is sent to your email on site traffic stats (hits) with your id number embedded on every site

for precise tracking, stats, and credits. Its Easy to start Getting Website Visitors - Upon signing up, an

automatically generated Password will sent to your email. If youre waiting on it, please check your bulk

mail. Login and start adding your sites. 5 Reasons Why Its Become So Hard To Drive Quality Traffic To

Your Website Without Losing Money... # Guaranteed Traffic Companies Are Ripping You Off! Have you

ever purchased a package of hits from a company that sells guaranteed traffic (aka wholesale traffic),

only to find that you havent made a single sale by the time the package runs out? Youre not alone! The

truth is that most of these companies dont actually send visitors to your website; they show your site in a

small pop-up window. Obviously, pop-ups are much less effective than if a person was actually sent to

your website. Plus, pop-ups will only show a small corner of your website, so visitors dont actually know

what your websites about and theres very little chance that they will take the time to find out. Also, many
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of these companies have been known to use tools that inflate the number of actual hits being sent to your

website, meaning you dont receive anywhere near the amount of traffic that you paid for. # Getting a

Decent Search Engine Ranking is Costly! There are millions of websites across the internet and everyone

wants a top search engine ranking. Do you see the problem? Getting a decent ranking for a popular

keyword has become nearly impossible if you dont shell out big bucks. First you wait 6 weeks for your site

to even show up in the search engines (unless you pay $300 for a quick listing in Yahoo), then you hope

for the best. If youre not listed in the top 20 for a keyword, you wont be getting many visitors from the

search engines. # Most Forms of E-mail Marketing Are Now Considered SPAM! SPAM has become such

a broad term these days and will get you into a lot of trouble, even if you have not violated any laws. Most

forms of e-mail marketing, including direct e-mail and bulk e-mail, are now considered SPAM by nearly

everyone. You can follow all legal guidelines when sending out your mailing and still risk being labeled a

spammer. In reality, it doesnt much matter whether you think youre a spammer - it only matters what the

recipient of your e-mail thinks. One safe way to market through e-mail is by building your own opt-in list,

but even then people will often forget that they subscribed to your list and report you for SPAM anyway! If

you are reported for SPAM, you can lose your ISP, website, e-mail account, and much more! # Traffic

Exchanges Require Hours and Hours of Clicking! Traffic exchanges (also known as startpage/click

exchanges) are popular because they offer a free way to earn traffic. The idea is simple - you view other

peoples websites in exchange for traffic. However, most traffic exchanges make you view a website for

30 seconds to earn a credit, then require 2 credits for each hit they send to your website. Thats 60

seconds of clicking for just 1 hit! You could click for an hour straight and still only get 60 hits. Youll be very

lucky to make a sale off of 60 hits, even after all that work! # FFAs and Classified Ad Sites Are a Thing of

the Past! Belive it or not, there actually was a time when Free-For-All links (FFAs) worked. As most of you

have realized by now, that is no longer true. There are so many FFA pages and automatic submitters

these days that theres very little chance anyone will ever see your link - no matter how many times you

post each day. Since everyone uses automatic submitters to post their link on the FFA pages, they dont

ever view the page that has your link on it. Their link goes on top, knocking your link down another spot.

With so many auto-submitters being used, your link quickly slides off the FFA page, without ever being

seen by human eyes. Theres Finally An Affordable Way To Drive Real Visitors To Your Website For The

Rest Of Your Life & All You Do Is Push A Button! Everyone should have a fair chance to drive traffic to



their website without going in debt and maxing out credit cards, which is why were proud to bring you...

The Auto Hits Machine! Thanks to this exciting breakthrough in traffic technology, you can have all the

hits you want delivered to your website instantly at the push of a button! Never waste time or money on

traffic again! This powerful new software will generate thousands of hits each day without any effort on

your part! Youll finally have the time to spend on more important things than traffic, such as... --Enjoying

time with your family. --Taking a much needed vacation. --Visiting relatives and going out with friends.

--Finishing old projects around the house. --Learning more about internet marketing. --Anything that you

like best; even sleeping! Have more than one website? No problem! The Auto Hits Machine can send

traffic to all of your websites at the same time! With your purchase, youll get your own free rotator where

you can enter up to 100 websites (you can add or delete a website at anytime). The Auto Hits Machine

will then divide the traffic it delivers evenly between all of the websites youve listed in the rotator! Simply

put, youll have thousands of real visitors stampeding to each of your websites every day! New to internet

marketing? Thats fine! The Auto Hits Machine was designed so even the newest marketer can use it

without difficulty! There are no scripts or codes that you have to enter and run on your own, or hours of

complicated programming. You just download the software straight to your computer and start it up

anytime! Plus, weve included an instructional manual that will show you exactly how to multiply the traffic

coming from your machine and maximize your income at the same time! Youll truly be amazed at all the

things this one machine can do! The Auto Hits Machine is a must have tool if: You want to have a

successful website at the push of a button! Youd like an affordable, hassle-free way to drive traffic to your

website! Youd like thousands of real visitors sent to all of your websites daily! Youd like to have more time

to spend with family, friends, or just relaxing! You want more visitors NOW without having to wait while

downlines grow! Youd like to spend time improving your site instead of wasting it all on traffic! You want

to automate your income and work from the comfort of your home! Youd like to get your name out there

and become your own heavy hitter! Youre tired of wasting your hard-earned money on advertising that

doesnt work! You want a user-friendly program that is 100 guaranteed to explode your traffic! If you have

a website, then you need the Auto Hits Machine - PERIOD. There is not an easier, faster, or more

affordable way to drive targeted traffic to your website! Not just a few little hits being sent every now and

then, but massive waves of high quality traffic flowing to all of your websites at the same time! Why deal

with all the stress and frustration of building traffic if you dont have to? Just turn on the Auto Hits Machine



and let it do all the work for you! Order This Amazing Software Now At Lowest Price Just $6.99
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